Girdwood Trails Committee: Minutes are available here: www.muni.org/gtc
Cemetery Committee: No report. Minutes are available here: www.muni.org/gc
Housing Working Group (HWG): Next meeting is slated for Feb 15. Minutes available here: www.muni.org/gluc
Imagine! Girdwood Imagine! Girdwood is focused on technical analysis and next steps. Funds are needed to continue
the effort. Visit imaginegirdwood.org
Girdwood Board of Supervisors: Minutes are available on GBOS website: www.muni.org/gbos
HLBAC Report: Next meeting is scheduled for THU Feb 24 at 11:30AM
Join on your computer or mobile app Click here to join the meeting
Or call in (audio only) +1 907-519-0237,,842257751# Phone Conference ID: 842 257 751#

Application for Dimensional Variance for Development within Streambank Setback Zones at 515 Vail Drive, Girdwood
Clearing Plan and Updated Information
Clarification on the need for and purpose of variance for development in the stream setback zone
We have a clear and immediate need for a shed for storage of hazardous materials such as gasoline, paint, and other
flammables, as well as tools and appliances used to maintain our home and property. The location depicted on the site
plan was chosen because it is a relatively vegetation-sparse area and is tucked away enough so as to not interfere with
other plans for development on our lot, but still readily accessible and convenient for everyday use.
Placement of the sauna and hot tub are chosen in the rear of the property to provide for privacy. Development in the
front of the property is readily visible from the road. The current extent of streambank setbacks in the rear of our
property is such that we are unable to readily enjoy opportunities for privacy afforded to other property owners in the
Girdwood valley.
Construction of accessory structures (shed, sauna) would be completed in place. That is, raw materials will be brought in
and the structure will be built at its final location, eliminating the need for any equipment to cross the creek or disturb
vegetation. If it is not possible for us to install a hot tub in the desired location due to stream crossing concerns, we
intend to use that area of variance for some other minimally invasive development (likely garden beds or other
agricultural use).
A small footbridge will be constructed to facilitate crossing the creek and provide access to the rear of our property. This
will be built in a “split-log” style, using untreated spruce logs. The bridge will be constructed with consideration to the
volume of water contained in the creek during flood events, such as that seen in October 2021. Sills, or anchors, for the
bridge will be placed far enough back from the streambank to ensure there is no disruption to the root systems and
established bank which provide for flooding and erosion control. The approximate location of this bridge is depicted on
the updated Site Plan, attached.
Clearing Plan
Vegetation found within the stream setback zone on our lot is comprised of tall alder, several species of low shrubs,
devil’s club, large ferns, and scattered trees generally in the 8-14” diameter range. One of the most appealing qualities
of this lot is the feeling of being tucked in the forest due to the extent of large trees with a lush understory. It is our
intent to develop our property in such a way as to retain the forested character of the parcel and minimize disturbance
to the existing, healthy forested ecosystem.
Dimensions provided in the original site plan include area of pad/site alteration associated with each structure. For
example, the Hot Tub is depicted as a 10’ x 10’ structure, but the dimensions of the tub itself would only be
approximately 6’ x 6’. The additional 4’ buffer on each side includes the pad or deck needed to support the structure.
Vegetation would be cleared within that area, but we have no intent to clear beyond what is minimally necessary for
each structure. This may vary depending on vegetation type; large alders may need to be trimmed back farther than
blueberry bushes, due to how they lay down under the weight of snow. Pruning of large alders will be limited to smaller
diameter branches, not removal of the entire plant.
We are requesting some flexibility in exact placement of accessory structures so that we can avoid the removal of any
large trees. This would also allow us to choose locations where we are least likely to disturb existing root systems, which
provide valuable erosion protection.
The proposed permeable pad on the northwest portion of the property, in front of the house, is intended to address
drainage concerns and provide more useable area on our lot. This area has poor drainage and as such is quite wet.
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Application for Dimensional Variance for Development within Streambank Setback Zones at 515 Vail Drive, Girdwood
Clearing Plan and Updated Information
Construction of a permeable-surfaced pad would allow us to construct small garden beds, a greenhouse, and/or a raised
deck/patio area; land uses commonly enjoyed by other Girdwood residents. The surface of the pad would be capped
with clean fill/topsoil and all undeveloped areas would be planted with native vegetation to retain the forested
character of our lot.
Any disruption to existing vegetation, beyond what is outlined in this document, due to development efforts will be
rehabilitated via planting of native grasses, shrubs, or trees.

Sincerely,

Mike Ausman & Alexandra Robinson
(907) 382-0961
Michael.Ausman@gmail.com
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Review of two meeting requirement:
From GBOS RULES AND PROCEDURES:
Issues Needing A Vote – Issues needing a vote (action items) require a minimum of two
presentations at two different meetings at least a month apart. At the first meeting the issue will
be introduced as new business with as much information as possible and requested. This
provides the community with enough time to digest the information and come to the next
meeting with an informed opinion prepared for a vote. The second meeting presentation will
provide all information necessary to visualize and comprehend the entire nature and scope of the
project and any other special requirements. An exception may be an issue of extreme importance
of a timely nature beyond the control of the principals and/or representatives, in which case only
one meeting is necessary and the rules for second presentation apply.
From Land Use Committee Operating Principles:
Issues Needing A Vote – Issues needing a vote (action items) require a minimum of two
presentations at two different meetings at least a month apart. At the first meeting the issue will
be introduced as new business with as much information as possible and requested. This
provides the community with enough time to digest the information and come to the next
meeting with an informed opinion prepared for a vote. The second meeting presentation will
provide all information necessary to visualize and comprehend the entire nature and scope of the
project and any other special requirements. An exception may be an issue of extreme importance
of a timely nature beyond the control of the principals and/or representatives, in which case only
one meeting is necessary and the rules for second presentation apply.
From Girdwood Trails Committee:
Issues requiring a vote require a minimum of two presentations at two different meetings at least
one month apart. An exception may be an issue of extreme importance of a timely nature beyond
the control of the principals and/or representatives, in which case only one meeting is necessary.
Such an exception shall be granted by a 2/3 vote of the Members present.
From Public Safety Advisory Committee:
2 meeting requirement is not addressed in the PSAC Rules but has been observed in determining
action on requests and using funding from PSAC account.
A factor not included in committee rules is:
GTC and LUC recommend action by GBOS, so although the rules are 2 meetings over 2 months,
in practice this is 4 meetings over 45 days.
History of Recent requests for relief from 2 meeting requirement:
Recent requests for relief from the two meeting requirement have been:
• Date for hearing of item is closer in than two meeting requirement allows
• Deadline for grants is closer than two meeting requirement allows
• Petitioner requested to address group as presentation and not technically making a request
originally, but decided after that to request action from the community

Causes of need for relief from 2 meeting requirement:
• Lack of clarity of the requirement for community input (not all MOA actions require
LONO, Resolution, etc)
• Items may have due date that does not leave adequate lead time for concept generation
and 30+ day review. (grants, specifically)
• Petitioner unaware of essentially 4 meeting requirement to request action.
Solutions:
GBOS has found flexibility also by voting to write Resolution or LONO that is contingent on the
LUC or GTC vote in favor of such action.
Committees could set up standard questions to test the petitioner about why they are requesting
relief from the 2/4 meeting requirement:
•
•
•

What is the due date for this action?
When did you become aware of the need for this action and the due date?
Why do you need relief from the GVSA 2 meeting requirement for action on your item?

Another option might be to adopt the language from GTC and require 2/3 majority to override
the meeting requirement.

